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Algebraic and analytic perturbations are two methods by which
various linear problems are solved and analyzed for practical, as well
as, theoretical purposes. Algebraic perturbations are modifications by
operators of finite rank and vectors of a finite-dimensional subspace,
while analytic perturbations are modifications by operators and vectors
or small norm.
The scope of this investigation will be restricted to algebraic
perturbation although in some cases both will be considered. This kind
of modification plays an important role, for example, in Operations
Research, where sensitivity tests of linear programming models are
necessary to determine the effects of small perturbations in the values
of measured variables. Rail [12] demonstrates how perturbation theory
could be applied to solving linear problems such as the Inversion of
operators, the solution of linear equations, and linear programming.
Fredholm operators exhibit some properties which make them stable
under small perturbations and as such, constitute an Important class of
operators relative to perturbation theory.
In this report an attempt is made to examine the properties of
Fredholm operators and to determine how these operators are affected
by small modifications. A perturbation method designed to obtain




Bozeman and Kramarz [l], in their investigation of Fredholm
operators, showed how generalized inverses could be constructed using
finite rank modifications of singular operators. The generalized
inverses were then used to solve linear equations Involving the singular
operators. It was shown, however, that when solutions existed, the
modifications could be used directly to solve the equations.
Kramarz [s], and Bozeman and Kramarz [l] perturbed singular
matrices and obtained nonsingular ones. The unique solutions found from
equations involving the nonsingular matrices were used to obtain parti¬
cular solutions of the singular matrix problems.
Caradus [s] studied Generalized Fredholm operators and gave the
conditions under which these operators were stable under compact
perturbations. The stability of Fredholm operators under small pertur¬
bations was investigated by Kato [7]. Wldom [is] and Ben-Israel [b]
showed that a Fredholm operator of index zero could be modified by a
bounded operator to obtain an invertible operator.
In [l], as well as in other works, it was found that in some cases
results could be more easily obtained working with Fredholm operators of
arbitrary index in Hilbert space than with operators of index zero in
Banach space. However, in most instances both spaces could be
Interchanged with no effect. Most of the discussion presented here will
be in the Hilbert space setting.
CHAPTER 1
BASIC DEFINITIONS
Some of the Ideas and concepts which will be used throughout this
paper are explained In this section. The first definition deals with
the basic unit of our discussion, a linear space.
Definition 1.1
Let X be a set of elements and F a field, with the operations
+;X X X—► X and "iF x X—*- X. Then (X,+,♦, F) Is a vector space
(linear space) If for all x,y6X and for all a, the following proper¬
ties are satisfied:
1) (x + y)eX2)x + y- y + x
3) (x + y) + z = X + (y + z)
4) There exists SeX such that x + 6= 0 + x = x
5) There exists -xeX such that x + (-x) = (-x) + x = 6
6) ocxeX
7) a(x + y) = ox + oty
8) (a + 3)x = ouc + 3x
9) (a3)x = a(3x)
10) 1.x = X
11) 0.x = e
12) a.0 = 0
3
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All scalars are presumed to be either real or complex.
Any subset M of X such that for all x,yeM and for all aeF, (x+y)eM
and OxGM, is called a subspace of X.
The set of vectors * * ’ *^n called linearly dependent if
there are scalars a, ,a not all zero such that oi,v,+ct„v.,+., ,+a v =9.
12 n 1 1 2 2 nn
If the equality is satisfied only when then
the set of vectors Vj .v^,... ,v^ is said to be linearly independent.
A vector space X is finite-dimensional if there is a positive
integer n such that X contains a linearly Independent set of n vectors,
whereas any set of n+1 vectors of X is linearly dependent. The dimension
of X is n and is denoted dim X = n. If X = {0}, then dim X = 0. If X
is not finite-dimensional, then it is infinite-dimensional.
If dim X = n, any set of n linearly independent vectors form a
basis for X. This means that there are scalars aj^,a2,... ,0^ such that
any vector xeX can be written as
X = a,x, + ot-x- + . . . + a X1 i 2 2 n n
where Xj,X2,...,x^ is a set of n linearly Independent vectors of X.
Finite-dimensional subspaces will appear quite often throughout
this report.
Definition 1.2
Let X be a vector space with a real valued function || . I|, a norm,
defined on X. Then X is said to be a normed linear space if for all
x,yeX and for any scalar a, the following properties are satisfied:
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1) II X II ^ 0
2) II X II = 0 if and only if x “ 0
3) II ax 11= lain X II
4) II X + y II ^ II X II + II y II .
The norm || . ||, defines the metric d(x,y) = II x ” 7 11 for x,yeX.
The metric denotes the distance from x to y.
A normed space X is said to be complete if every Cauchy sequence
in X converges to an element in X. A Banach space is a complete normed
space.
Definition 1.3
A subspace M of a normed linear space X is closed if and only if
for any sequence {x^}eM such that x^^—► x, it follows that xEM, If M
is closed we can write M = M, where M is the closure of M.
The next two theorems are basic in the development of later
discussions.
Theorem 1.1
A finite-dimensional normed vector space is always complete.
The proof will be omitted here but is given in [9, p.73].
Theorem 1.2
If M is a finite-dimensional subspace of a normed vector space,
then M is closed.
Proof. Let M be a finite-dimensional subspace of a normed space X.
Let {x } be a sequence in M such that x *■ x. Then x is a Cauchy
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sequence in M. By Theorem 1.1, M is complete, therefore xeM. Hence, M
is closed.
Definition 1.4
Let X be a vector space with a scalar valued function an
inner product, defined on it. Then X is called an inner product space
if for any scalar a, the following properties are satisfied:
1) <x + y, z> “ <x, z> + <y, z>
2) <ax, y> = a<x, y>
3) <x, y> = <y, x>
4) <x, x> a 0 with <x, x> = 0 if and only if x = 0.
The function || x 1| = /<x, x> is a norm on X.
Definition 1.5
A Hilbert space is an inner product space which is a Banach space
in the norm associated with the inner product.
It follows that a Hilbert space is a complete inner product space.
The most important infinite-dimensional examples of Hilbert
spaces are
where the inner product is defined by
00
i=l
2) consisting of all square Integrable
with the inner product
7
<f, g> = (t)g(t)dt.
a
The symbols and H2 will denote Hilbert spaces throughout this
report.
Let X = M + N denote the algebraic decompositions of X by subspaces
M and N, i.e., X * M + N and MON® {6}. This implies that every
vector xeX can be written uniquely as x = m + n for some meM and for
some ne^^.
Definition 1.6
Let X = M + N. If M and N are closed, then M is said to have a
topological complement and we may write
X = M » N.
Subspaces M and N are called complementary subspaces.
If M is a subspace of a Hilbert space, H, ff*" denotes the set of
vectors in H which are orthogonal to M, i.e..
If*" = { xeH: <x, y> =» 0 for all yeM }
The subspace M is called the orthogonal complement of M, and H can be
written as
H =■ M +
CHAPTER 2
LINEAR OPERATORS
A mapping from one vector space into another vector space is
called an operator.
Definition 2.1
A function T:X—► Y where X and Y are linear spaces is called a
linear operator if for all x,y6X and for all scalars a,
1) T(x + y) = Tx + Ty
2) T(ax) = aTx.
All operators used in this discussion will be assumed linear. The
set of linear operators from X to Y will be denoted L(X,Y).
Definition 2.2
If T:X—► Y, the range and null space of T are defined by
R(T) = { yeY: y = Tx for some xeX } and
N(T) = { xeX; Tx = 0 }, respectively.
The dimension of R(T) is called the rank of T. The restriction
of an operator T: X—»• Y to Zd X is denoted by
Definition 2.3
Let X and Y be normed linear spaces and T:X—»■ Y. The operator




II Tx II < c|| X ||. (1)
The smallest possible c in (1), denoted || T I, is the supremum of
II Tx ■■ < c, X 0. This is expressed as || T sup II Tx
II X Ihl
where
II T II is called the norm of T.
The set of bounded operators from X to Y will be denoted B(X,Y).
The set of bounded operators on X will be denoted B(X).
Definition 2.4
An operator T;X—► Y is called a closed operator if for any
sequence {x }eX such that x ► x and Tx ► y, then xeX and Tx = y.^ n n n
All operators used in this report will be assumed bounded and closed
unless otherwise stated.
Given an operator TeB(X,Y) where X and Y are normed spaces and
given the operator equation
Tx = y, (2)
it is Important to know whether
1) T is one-to-one (1-1),
2) R(T) » Y (onto), or
3) T is one-to-one and R(T) = Y,
If T satisfies 3) then T is said to be invertible or nonsingular,
otherwise T is singular. If T is 1-1 and onto, then (2) has a unique
solution X, for every yeY. In this case the inverse operator T ^




Let T:X—*■ Y where X and Y are normed spaces. Then T ^ exists
and Is bounded If and only If there exists an m > 0 such that
II Tx II > “II X II, for all xeX.
Proof. Suppose || Tx || > “|| x || for all xeX. Then x 0 Implies that
Tx ^ 0, hence T Is 1-1. Since || T“^Tx 1| “ ll x || < •iH Tx ||, then
II II = ^11 y II* Therefore T“^ is bounded. Suppose that T“^ exists
and Is bounded. Then
II X II = II T'V II < II T-1 II II Tx II, for all x£X.
Taking m = — we get
II il
II II i * . II X II - »>ll » II.
II T-‘ II
and the proof Is complete [4, p. iz] .
The notion of closed range Is an Important one and will be
encountered repeatedly. The following lemmas will help to clarify this
Idea.
Lemma 2.1
Let TeB(X,Y) where X and Y are Hilbert spaces. Then R(T) Is closed
If there Is a number m>0 such that for all xeNCT)**"
II Tx II > m|| X ||.
The proof of this lemma Is given by Groetsch In [s, p.
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Lemma 2.2
Let X and Y be Hilbert spaces and let T be closed. Then T has a
bounded inverse if and only if T is 1-1 and R(T) is closed.
The reader is referred to (4, p. 5^ for a proof.
Definition 2.5
Let TeB(X,Y) where X and Y are Hilbert spaces with the inner
products ^ respectively. Then the
adjoint operator, T*, is the unique linear operator in B(Y,X) satisfy¬
ing
<Tx, y>2 = <x, T*y>j^, for all xeX and yeY.
Three properties of the adjoint operator which will be needed
later are
1) (T + S)* = T* + S*
2) (aT)* = ciT*
3) I* = I, where I is the identity operator.
An operator T with T = T* is said to be self-adjoint.
Reference will made to the class of operators defined below.
Definition 2.6
Let X and Y be normed spaces. A linear operator K:X—*■ Y is called
compact if for every bounded sequence Kx^ has a subsequence which
converges in Y.
Definition 2.7
Let P£L(X,X). If = P, then P is a projection of X onto some
12
subspace M “ R(P), the range of P. If PeL(H,H) where H is a Hilbert
space and, if P^ » P and P* ■ P, then P is an orthogonal projection.
CHAPTER 3
PROPERTIES OF FREDHOLM OPERATORS
Fredholm operators are an Important class of operators since they
have properties which make them stable under small perturbations. Some
properties of Fredholm operators are briefly examined here but will be
viewed more closely in the next chapter where the stability of these
operators imder small perturbations will be discussed.
3.1. Degenerate Operators (Operators of Finite Rank)
Degenerate operators will be a fundamental concept in the discus¬
sion of Fredholm operators and perturbation theory.
Definition 3.1
Let AeB(Hj^,H2) where Hj and H2 are Hilbert spaces. Then A is said
to be a degenerate operator if R(A) is finite-dimensional.
The degeneracy of A can be further explained in the following
manner: Let A£B(Hj^,H2). If there exists an integer n (1 < n < <») such
that,
n
Ax = ^ <x, for all xeH^
i=l
where {x^}“ eHj^ and eH2 are linearly independent sets (not depend¬
ing on x), then R(A) is finite-dimensional.
The operator A is of finite rank if and only if A* is of finite
rank and
n




The fact that a finite-dimensional subspace of a normed vector
space is closed (Theorem 1.2), makes it evident that the range of a
finite-rank operator in Hilbert space is closed. An important property
of finite-rank operators is that they are also compact
3.2. Fredholm Operators
Definition 3.2
Let and be Hilbert spaces. An operator AeL(Hj^,H2) is said
to be a Fredholm operator if
1) R(A) is closed in H2
2) dim N(A) is finite3)dim N(A*) is finite.
If in addition, AeB(Hj^,H2), then A is said to be a bounded Fredholm
operator. The set of bounded Fredholm operators from to H2 will be
denoted by F(Hj^,H2).
Definition 3.3
If either dim N(A) or dim N(A*) is finite, then the operator A
has an index defined by
i(A) » dim N(A) - dim N(A*)
where, for any real number r, 00 - r = » and r - <» = - <».
It is clear that if A is a Fredholm operator, then i(A) is well
defined and finite, l.e.,
i(A) = dim N(A) - dim N(A*) < ».
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Definition 3.4
If dim N(A) = dim N(A*), then the operator A Is said to be of
Index zero.
The null space of an Invertible operator Is always zero, therefore.
Invertible operators are of Index zero. If either dim N(A) or dim N(A*)
Is infinite, A Is said to be a seml-Fredholm operator.
The next two theorems which have been proven by Groetsch In
(5, p. 13 and p. is] , give relationships between the subspaces N(A) and
R(A), and their orthogonal complements.
Theorem 3.1
Let AeFCHj.H^). Then NCA)"^ = R(A*) and NCA*)"^ = R(A).
Theorem 3.2
Let AeFCHj,!!^). If R(A) Is closed, then R(A*) Is closed.
By Definition 3.2, If AeF(Hj^,H2) then R(A) Is closed. Hence, by
Theorem 3.2 above, R(A*) Is also closed. This means that R(A) = R(A)
and R(A*) = R(A*). So If A Is a Fredholm operator mapping Into H2,
R(A) and R(A*) may be substituted In Theorem 3.2 for R(A) and R(A*),
respectively, to get
N(A)^ * R(A*), and
N(A*)-^ = R(A).
4.3. Let AeF(Hj,H2). If A Is 1-1 and onto, then A”^ exists. If
N(A) 4 {q}, then A cannot have an Inverse. However, there Is a subspace
X such that A» the restriction of A to X , Is 1-1 with R(A) = R(A).
o o
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Since AeF(Hj,H2), then R(A) is closed and so R(A) is also closed. By
Lemma 2.2, A exists and is defined on R(A), Conditions under
which the subspace may be found are given by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1
Let N be a finite-dimensional subspace of the normed space
Then there exists a closed subspace of such that
1) X n N - {q} and
o
2) H » X « N.1 o
Also, the projection operator P, defined by
Px = X for xeN and
Px =* 0 for xeX , is in
o 1
Note that A above is not defined on all of but only on R(A) .
/\_1
An operator A^eBCH^.H^) could be defined on such that A^ = A on
R(A). This could be done only if conditions analogous to those for
the existence of X in H were present in .
o i 2.




Let R be a closed subspace of the Hilbert space such that R"*"
is finite-dimensional. Then there exists a finite-dimensional subspace
y of H such that
o 2
= R « Y .
2 o
The operator P, defined by Py * y for and
17
Py = 0 for yeR,
is in B(H2).
Theorem 3.3
Let AeiF(Hj^,H2). Then there exists,
1) a closed subspace of such that
H = X « N(A),
1 o
2) a finite-dimensional subspace Y of H such that
o 2
®2 “ ^o ^
3) an operator A^eB(H2,Hj^) such that
a) N(A ) = Y
o o
b) R(A ) = X'
o o
c) A A = I on X
o o
d) AA = I on R(A)
o
e) A A “ I - F on H
o 11
f) AA^ = I - F2 on H2,
where F eB(H,) with R(F,) = N(A) and F^eB(H ) with R(F^) = Y .11 1 2 2 2 o
We observe that since N(A) and Y^ are finite-dimensional subspaces
of and H2, respectively, then Fj^ and F2 are of finite rank, hence
compact.
Proof. 1) Since A is a Fredholm operator, N(A) is finite-dimensional.
Therefore, by Lemma 3.1 a closed subspace X can be found such that
o
H = X « N(A).
1 o
2) By Definition 3.2, R(A) is closed and dim N(A) <
18
for Aei’(Hj^,H2) • Since R and R"*" can be chosen as R(A) and N(A*),
respectively. Lemma 3.2 guarantees the existence of a finite-dimensional
subspace such that
H2 = R(A) « Y^.
We may conclude that every Fredholm operator from one normed
space into another decomposes the spaces.
3) The existence of A^eB(H2,Hj) follows from the fact that A^ can
be defined as outlined in the discussion proceeding Lemma 3.2.
(a) and (b). Parts (a) and (b) follow from the fact that the subspace
N of Lemma 3.1 and the subspace Y^ of Lemma 3.2 can be
represented by N(A) and N(A^), respectively.
(c) and (d). Parts (c) and (d) also follow directly from the discussion
preceeding Lemma 3.2.
(e) and (f). A^A =» I - Fj^ can be written as F^ = I - A^A. Let x^eX^.
Then Fj^x^ = x - A^Ax^ = = 0 on R(A)).
Thus F, = 0 on X^.1 o
Let XjeN(A). Then =Xj - “ x^ (Axj^ = 0).
Therefore, Fj^ = I on N(A), i.e., R(Fj^) = N(A). Note that
Fj^ is the projection operator defined in Lemma 3.1. This
means that FjeB(Hj). A similar argviment gives (f).
We observe that subspaces X^ and Y^ will always exist in the Hilbert
space setting since these subspaces may be chosen as
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X = N(A)-^ and Y = R(A)-^.
o o
The preceedlng theorem and Theorem 3.1 allow us to write
= N(A) « R(A*), and
= R(A) « N(A*).
Definition 3.5
Let AeFCHj^jH^). Then the dimension of RCA)"*" is the codimension of
R(A) .
This gives codim R(A) » dim RCA)"*" = dim N(A*). Since A is Fredholm,
dim N(A*) < <” and R(A) is said to have finite codimension. Similarly,
codim R(A*) = dim R(A*)'‘’ = dim N(A). The fact that R(A) and R(A*) are
finite-codimensional subspaces will be needed later.
Theorem 3.4
Let AeF(Hj,H2). Then A*eF(H2,Hj).
For a proof please refer to |I3, p. 120^.
The next two theorems have been proven by Schechter in Il3, p. llj*
The first theorem aids in recognizing a Fredholm operator.
Theorem 3.5
Let AeB(Hj^,H2) and assume that there are operators Aj^,A2eB(H2 ,Hj^),
and finite rank operators Fj^eB(Hj^) and F^eBCH^) such that
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Aj^A “ I - Fj on and
AA2 = I - F2 on H2.
Then AeF(Hj,H2).
The conclusion that the operator A in Theorem 3.3 is a Fredholm opera¬
tor can be drawn here Ijy appealing to Theorem 3.5.
Theorem 3.6
If AeF(Hj,H2) and BeF(H2,H2), then BAeFCH^.H^).
A proof is given by Schechter in (I3, p. ll^*
4.3. The Operator A =» I - K where K is of Finite Rank
An integral equation
x(s) t)x(t)dt = y(s) (1)
is said to be a Fredholm equation of the second kind, where x and y
are functions on [ii, £] ; \ is a parameter; and the kernel k, of equation




so that (1) may be written as
x(s) - AKx(s) = y(s)
or as,
(I - XK)x(s) = y(s).
(3)
(4)
Operators of the form (4) where K is of finite rank are frequently
21
seen in practical problems.
Theorem 3.7
Let H be a Hilbert space and let K be a finite rank operator on
H. If A = I - K, then S.(A) Is closed in H and dim N(A) = dim N(A*) < «>.
The proof which is nontrivial is given by Schechter in |l3, p. 89} .
A similar theorem has been proven for the case where K is any compact
operator. Combining the results of Theorem 3.7 and the definition of
Fredholm operators shows that A = I - K is a Fredholm operator of index
zero when K is of finite rank.
CHAPTER 4
PERTURBATION THEORY
4.1. Let Hj and H2 be Hilbert spaces. Given a bounded linear opera¬
tor A mapping H^ into H2, and given the equation
Ax = y for xeHj^, 7^2
we may wish to perturb A for several reasons, some of which will be
discussed in sections 4.6 and 4.7. The operator A and the vector y are
termed reference data, while x and A~^ (if it exists) are the solutions.
The modification of A results in
B = A + AA (2)
An operator equation formed by B in (2) is
Bw = z (3)
where w = x + Ax and z = y + Ay. Here, AA and Ay are perturbations of
the reference data. The corresponding change in the solution x, is Ax
and the change inA^isAA^“B^— A^ if A and B are nonsingular
operators.
The kind of perturbation desired will determine the make-up of
AA and Perturbations may be bounded (analytic), of finite rank
(algebraic), or both.
4.2. Bounded Perturbation
Solutions to analytic perturbation problems are found by series
expansions or iterations. It should, therefore, be possible to obtain
series expansion for components of the problem. Furthermore, these
22
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series should be rapidly convergent.
To provide meaningful information when applied, AA, should not
only be bounded but the norm of AA should be relatively small compared
to the norm of A. To achieve this, the condition ||AA[| < Y(A), where
Y(A) = inf 11 Ax II is often imposed on AA.
II X 11 “ 1
In general, an analytic perturbation is most useful when applied to
an operator equation which has a unique solution. The operator there¬
fore has a bounded inverse. Problems of this kind are said to be well-
posed. An example of a well-posed problem is equation (1) with A
nonsingular. The following theorem shows the effect of an analytic
perturbation on a nonsingular operator.
For the remainder of this section it is assumed that A, y, and
X are known.
Theorem 4.1
Suppose that A is nonsingular and B = A + AA. Let I AA || < 1
^-l
Then b“^ exists and is given by (A + AA)“^ = ^ (-A~^.AA)’^A“^.
n=o
Proof. Since || AA || < ^ , then || A~^ || IfAA [| < 1.
Therefore,
>-l
11 A-l.AA 11 <11 A-" 11 11A All <1 and,-l
A‘^AA II <1.
Using the fact that H ST H < H S H \\T H and H t’^ H < H T H " for linear
operators S and T, we get
OO
II f (-A-l.AA)'>A-‘ II <1|A-1|| Il|A-‘.Mr.




A ^ II if II A ^Aa II <1. Hence, ^(-A ^AA)’^A ^ is absolute--1
1-11 A“^AA n=o
ly convergent and is therefore convergent for || A ^AA || <1.




Let S = ^ (-A"^AA)“a"^ - A~^ + (-A"^AA)A"^ + (-A“^AA)^a"^ + ...
n=o
Then BS = (A + AA)S
= AS + AAS
= [aa"^ + A(-A"^)AAA“^ + A(-A“^)(AA) (-A"^)AAA"^ + ..^ +
[aaa"^ + (AA) (-A“^) (AAA"^) + (AA) (-A~^) (AA) (-A"^AA)A“^
= I
Similarly,
SB = I, which implies that
S = b"^.
Hence, b"^ = ^(-A"^AA)"a‘
n®o
and the proof is complete.
(1)
Estimates for |i B~^ ||, || AA“^ ||, and || Ax || are now given.
By Theorem 4.1, B ^ = (A +AA) ^ = A ^ + AA ^ exists with the operator
AA ^ defined as
Aa"^ =« b"^ - a“^
,-l
(2)
The assumption that || A || 1| AA 1| < 1 will also be made here. Taking
norms in (1) gives,
II = 11 X (-A’^AA)"a"^ 11 < Jll a"^AA ir 11 a’^ II
>
00





II II < II A-1 II II M II < 1. so
1- Ja-IaA II > 1- ||A-‘ I II AA II.
Therefore,
II B-‘ » < II A-1 II f II A-1aa ir LiljL—
”
1 - II a-1aa II
< II A-*., ,11
*
1 - II A-l 0 II AA II
(3)
From (1) and (2),
00





Taking norms on both sides.
00 00
I|aa-1||- II £(-a->aa)'‘a-i II < II A-l II XiIa-'aa H"
n=l n=l
- ||A-1 II IIa-'aa II < II A-l f II AA II
1 - II a-1aa II 1 - II A-l II II aa II
Writing Bw “ z as (A + AA)(x + Ax) = y + Ay, and using the fact
that (A + AA) ^ exists, we get
X + Ax “ (A + AA) ^(y + Ay), and
Ax =• A + AA ^y + AA ^Ay + A ^Ay - x.
Since A is nonsingular, A = x and.
Ax = A”V + AA”^Ay.
26
Taking the norm on both sides,
II II ■ II A"^4y + iA"^(y + 4y)||
< ||A-‘ lllAyll + liAA-1 ||||y+Ay||
i «A'‘ lllliy II + IUa‘‘ 11(1 y II +11 Ay II).
Using the estimate for || AA ^ || gives,
II A* II < II A-‘ II II Ay II t llAAllllA-^ 11^1 y I + II Ay II)
1-||A'^ II II AA II
■ llA-^llAy I ||AA ||||A-‘ ||^||.y ||
1 - II A-1 II II AA II
- l|A-l|(||Ay II - ||AA||||A-1 llllyll) (5)
1 - II A-> II II AA II
In analyzing the solution to a linear problem, it is of Interest
to know how much a small change in the operator will change its inverse,
and how this change may affect the solution x. This information can be
found by obtaining estimates for || AA ^ || and || Ax ||. These are easily
II A-l II II X i
found using the estimates already calculated for || AA~^ || and || Ax ||.
These estimates will reflect the stability of the components of the
problem.
Perturbations AA and Ay may result from small errors in the data
for a linear problem represented by equation (1) . The incorrect data
A + AA and y + Ay can be used to determine the variance between the
true solution x and the incorrect solution w of equation (3).
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4.3. Stability of Fredholm Operators
The following theorem Is an Important consequence of the stability
of Fredholm operators tinder analytic perturbation.
Theorem 4.2
Let Hj and be Hilbert spaces. Let AeF(Hj,H2). Then there
exists an e>0 such that for any TeB(Hj^,H2) satisfying || T || < e,
(A + T)eF(Hj,H2).
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 there exists an operator A^:H2-»'Hj^, and operators
F^eB(Hj) and F^eBCH^) such that
A^A » I - Fj on and (1)
AAq « I - F^ on ' (2)
Let e = II Aq 11“^ and let TeBCH^.H^) such that || T || < e. Multiplying
A + T by A^ gives,
A^(A + T) - A^A + A^T = I - Fj + A^T on and (4)
(A + T)A^ = AA^ + TA^ = I - + TA^ on H2. (5)
Since e = II li then
11 AJ 11 < llAjlllTll < ll AjlllA^ 1-1 = 1. and
II^AJI < llTllllAjl < ||Ajrl|lAj| = 1.
Since II A^T 1| < 1 and H TA^ |1 < 1, the operators (I + A^T) ^ and
(I + TA )-l exist and are bounded. Equation (4) can be multiplied on
o
the left by (I + A^T) . and equation (5) can be multiplied on the right
by (I + TA^) 1 to give,
(I + A T)-1a (A + T) = (I + AT)-1(1 + AT) - (I + A T)-1f,
00 o o 0
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and
(A + T)A^(I + TA^)"^ = (I + TA^)(I + TA^)"^- ^2^^
The last two equations can be written as,
(I + A T)“^A (A + T) = I - (I + A T)“^F, on H,00 oil
and
(A + T)A (I + TA )“^ = I - F^(I + TA on H,.00 2 O 2
Clearly, (I + A^T) ^Fj^ and ^2^^ ^ both of finite rank.
Let A = (I + A T) ^A and A = A (I + TA ) Then by Theorem 3.5
1 0020 o
(A + T) e F(H^,H2).
When AeFCHj,!!^) is nonsingular, e can be chosen as || A ^ ||
If T - AA, it now follows that B = A + AA is a Fredholm operator if
II AA I < II A-> 11-1.
4.4. Finite Rank Perturbation
Finite rank perturbations are represented by linear operators
with finite-dimensional ranges and vectors belonging to finite-dimension¬
al subspaces.
The operator AAeBCHj^,!!^) of rank n will be represented by,
n
AAx = <x, u.>v.. for all xeH- (1)
i=l
where {u^}®eHj and linearly independent sets. The range of
AA is Y = sp{vj,V2,...,v^}. The representation of Ay is given by.
Ay e sp{yj,y2 y^} “ Y^^
where Y is a finite-dimensional subspace of H„.
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Algebraic modificaitons of the data in a linear problem is
expected to result in finite rank modifications of their solutions. It
is expected therefore, that
Ax « sp{xj^,x2,... ,x^} =
where X^ is a finite-dimensional subspace of Hj^.
Ihilike analytic perturbations, algebraic perturbations do not
impose restrictions on the norms of AA and Ay. However, there are
cases where operators are of finite rank and also have small norms; the
vector Ay may be of small norm and be of a finite-dimensional vector
space simultaneously. When this is the case, either perturbation theory
or a combination of both may be used.
4.5. Stability of Fredholm operators Under
Finite Rank Perturbations
The stability of Fredholm operators under finite rank perturbations
is shown by the next theorem.
Theorem 4.3
Let AeF(Hj,H2) and let T be a finite-rank operator. Then
(A + T) e F(H^,H2).
Proof. Theorem 4.2 guarantees the existence of A^eB(H2,Hj) and of finite-
rank operators Fj^ and F2 such that,
A A = I - F on H , and
o 1 1’
AA = I - F on H .
o 2 2
Hence,
A (A + T) = A A + A T - I - F, + A T on H,.0 00 lo 1
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and,
(A + T)A - AA + TA = I - F„ + TA on .
o o o 2 o 2
The operators F - A T and F. - TA are of finite rank and therefore,1 o 2 o
A (A + T) = I - (F -AT) on H,, ando 1 o 1*
(A + T)A = 1 - (F - TA ) on H,.o 2 o 2
This shows that (A + T) e F(H^,H2) by Theorem 3.5.
A.6. Inverting Operators of Index Zero
by Finite Bank Perturbations
Given a singular operator A, it is oftentimes important to have
B = A + AA one-to-one, onto, or both. Algebraic perturbation methods
can be applied to the "inversion" of perturbed singular operators. To
Illustrate this technique we first need two lemmas. The proofs which
follow were developed along the lines of those in Q., p. 525] .
Lemma A.l
If A and AA are linear operators from to H2» and if N(A)nN(AA)=0
and R(A) H R(AA) = 0, then A + AA is 1-1.
Proof. Let xeN(A + AA) and assume that N(A) fi. N(AA) = 0 and
R(A) n R(AA) =• 0. Then Ax + AAx = 0 so that Ax =• -AAx. There exists
some yeR(A) such that y = Ax = AA(-x). But R(A) H R(AA) = 0, therefore
y = 0, Ax = 0 and AAx = 0. This implies that xeN(A) H N(AA) = 0. Hence,
X * 0 and A + AA is 1-1.
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Lemma 4»2
Let R be a closed subspace of a Hilbert space and let be
a basis for R'*’. Let N be a subspace of H such that is a basis





Assxime that H = R ® N.
..., = 0. Then 0 =
n
V(C.^,0.2,.
This implies that R f^N = (o). Let
V(<\,a 01^)^= Vj>)(a^.o^,...,a^
<^l» V2> ... v^>













_<lj^ , V > <\p , V > ... <lj; , V >






















£ (R ) = R.
u
Furthermore, e N since {v. is a basis for N. Since R H N “{o3’»
i J ^
j=i
it follows that ^q.v = 0. Since is linearly independent, theni i
j=l
T
q^ = 0, j = 1,2,...,n, i.e., (qj^,q2 01^) = 0.
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This shows that V is 1-1, hence invertible.
Assume that V is 1-1 and let yeR ON. It needs to be shown that
y ■ 0 and therefore that H * R H N. Since yeR H N, yeR and yeN.




Since y£N, y * since is s basis for N. Now,
n
“ 0 by (1). But V is 1-1, therefore
(1)
j-1
0^)^ - (< >) - 0j j
j=l
implies that ot^ » 0, j ■ l,2,...,n. We conclude that y * 0. It now
follows from Lemma 4.2 that H » R 9 N.
Let A e FCHj.H^) be a singular operator and let i(A) ■ 0. Let
and bases for N(A) and N(A*), respectively. Choose
two sets of vectors and ^ and define B = A + AA,
where n
AAx <x, u >v..
j“l
We obsetrve that if and are linearly Independent sets then
{u^}^ is a basis for N(AA)'^ and is a basis for R(Aa) , so that
NCAA)”*" - sp{u^}^, and
R(AA) - sp{v^}"
The following theorem relating the operators defined here was
proven by Bozeman and Kramarz in (l, p.525} .
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Theorem 4.4
If and are linearly Independent, then the following
are equivalent.
1) N(A) n N(AA) = {0} and R(A) nR(AA) = {0}.
2) - N(A) « N(AA) and - R(A) « R(AA).
3) The n X n matrices V » (<11^1, v^>) and U = (<(|)
invertible.
4) The operator B = A + AA is Invertible.
Proof. 1)-^ 2). Let N(A) H N(AA) - {0} and R(A) fl R(AA) « {O}. It
follows from Lemma 4.2 that for any xeHj^ and yeH^, x can be decomposed as
X =» where XjeN(A) and X2eN(AA). Also, y = y^ + y2,
and y^eRCAA). Therefore, = N(A) « N(AA) and = R(A) « R(AA) .2)—» 3). Since and are bases of N(AA)‘^and N(A),
respectively, and since and are bases of R(AA) and R(A)‘*',
respectively, then 2) implies 3) by Lemma 4.2.3)—> ,4). The matrices U and V are Invertible, therefore by
Lemma 4.2, = N(A) ^ N(AA) and “ R(A) R(AA). This implies that
N(A) n N(AA) = {0} and R(A) H R(AA) = {O}. By Lemma 4.1, B = A + AA
is 1-1.
Since B is 1-1, i(B) = dim N(B) - dim N(B*) = 0 where
dim N(B) = dim N(B*) = 0. This means that = R(B) » N(B*) = R(B).
Hence, B is onto H^. Consequently, B is invertible on H^.
4)—» 1). (a) Suppose B is invertible and let xeN(A) fi NO^A).
We have Ax = 0 and AAx =0. By adding. Ax + AAx = (A + AA)x = Bx =« 0
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which Implies that x = 0 since B is Invertible. Therefore,
N(A) nN(AA) »{0}.
(b) Let y e R(A) OR^A). Since N(A) n N(AA) » {0} in (a)
then this implies that » N(A) ♦ N(AA) by 2). Therefore, for some
x,zeHj^, the representations x = Xj + x^ and z " + Z2, where
Xi,ZieN(A) and X2,Z2€N(AA), are unique. Now,
y = Ax ■ AAz (1)
y = Axj + AX2 - AAzj + AAz2
y =» AX2 = AAzj^ (2)
since
AXj “ AAZ2 = 0
Rewriting (2),
AX2 - AAZj “ 0 and (A + AA)(X2 - z^) = 0.
But B = A + Aa is invertible and therefore,
X2 - ■ 0, and
*2 “ ^1*
Since X2eN(AA) and ZjGN(A), and since X2 * Zj, then X2eN(AA) 0 N(A).
Again, using the fact that N(M) 0 N(A) = {o}, we have that
z j * X2 ™ 0 •
Substituting Zj^ in (2) gives the result y = 0 which shows that
R(A) n R(AA) “ {0}. Thus, the proof is complete.
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The following observations are made.
1) N(A) = sp{B and
2) N(A*) - sp{(B“S*u^}“.
Theorem 4.5
1) If yeR(A), then the unique solution x of Bx ■ y is a
o
particular solution of Ax = y.
2) Let yeR(A) and zeHj^. If x^ is the solution of Bx = y + AAz,
then Ax^ = y and <x^, u^> = <z, u^>, i = l,2,...,n.
Proof. 1) Let yeR(A) and let x^ be the unique solution of Bx * y.
Then Bx^ = y can be written as (A + AA)x^ == y where Ax^ + AAx^ = y e R(A) .
But R(A) n R(AA) = {o}, therefore AAx = 0 and Ax = y. Hence x is a
o o o
particular solution of Ax = y.
2) [2, p. 3^ Rewrite Bx = y + AAz as (A + AA)x = y + AAz.
o o
Then Ax - y = AAz - AAx = AA(z - x ) e R(A) H R(AA) =* {O}, and we
o 00
have Ax - y = 0 and AA(z - x ) = 0. So that Ax = y and
o 00
n
AA(z - X ) = y<z - X , u. >v. = 0. Recalling that {v, is linearly
o oil 1 i
Independent, it follows that <z “ ~ 0 <2» - <x^, u^> = 0.
Therefore, <x ,u,> = <z, u.>, i = l,2,...,n and the conditions of the
o 1 i
theorem are satisfied.
The results of Theorem 4.5 are extremely valuable in solving singu¬
lar operator equations. This technique enables us not only to find one
solution when A ^ does not exist, but also enables us to influence which
one is foxmd. The latter is accomplished by perturbing y as shown.
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This is particularly useful when we are given a practical problem involv¬
ing a singular operator equation, where some degree of certainty about
the solution is crucial for decision making. The constraints of the
problem can be effectively employed to control the solution found.
4.7. EXAMPLES






R(A) - sp{(l,0,2). (0,1,0)}
R(A*) = sp{(l,0,2). (1,1,0)}
N(A) = sp{(-2,2,l)} , and
N(A*) = sp{(-2,0,l)} •
We note that N(A) ^ 0, therefore A is a singular operator.
Let “ ( -^2,2,1) and = (-2,0,1) be bases for N(A) and N(A*),
respectively. Since n = 1 in this case, choose u^^ = (0,0,1) and
Vj^ = (1,0,0). Then clearly, Uj^ t R(A*) and Vj^ t R(A). Note that if
n > 1, then and would have to be checked for linear
independence.
The 1x1 matrices
V = Vj>) = <(-2,0,1), (1,0,0)> = -2, and
U - (<4)j, u^>) = <(-2,2,1), (0,0,1)> = 1
are invertible. Hence, B = A + AA is invertible by Theorem 4.4,















R(AA) = sp{(1,0,0)}, and N(AA) ■ sp{(1,0,0), (0,1,0)}. The operators
B = A + AA and B ^ = (A + AA)“^ are shown below.
B =
10 3
110 , B ^ =
-2 0 3/2
2 1 -3/2
2 0 4 1 0 -1/2
It is clear that B is ai Fredholm operator of index zero.
Let y = (l,l,2)eR(A). Solving the equation
o
Bx = y (2)
gives the solution (1,0,0). The general solution of Ax “ y can be
o
found by methods of linear algebra and is
X = (1,0,0) + t(-2,2,l) (3)
Comparing the solution of (2) to (3) reveals that (1,0,0) is the
particular solution of Ax * y^ when t = 0.
Note that (l,0,0)eN(AA). For any y, a solution of Ax = y
found by solving Bx = y, will belong to N (AA).
From Theorem 4.5 we see that by perturbing y, the particular
solution obtained can be controlled. As before, let y^ = (1,1,2).
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Suppose that an x such that <x, Uj^> = 1/2 is needed or sought. The
fact that <x, Uj^> = <z, Uj^> forzeHj is useful here. Choosing z such
that <z, Uj^> = 1/2 gives ^ (0,0,1)> = 1/2, so that z^ and
Z2 can be arbitrarily chosen with z^ = 1/2. Let z = (2,1,1/2). Then
AAz = (1/2,0,0). Now,
Bx = y + AAz




is the particular solution needed.
The following results are consistent with the observations of
section 4.6.
1) N(AA)-^ = sp{(0,0,l)}= sp{u^},
2) R(AA) = sp{(l,0,0)}= sp{vj},
3) N(A) = sp{(-2,2,l)} = sp{B"^Vj}.
2. We now look at the Fredholm operator of the second kind,
(I - AK) (1)
defined on L^G-1,^ . The operator K is defined by
Kx(s) = j' k(s,t)x(t)dt
with K:L^[^1,^—L^C-1,^, the kernel k(s,t) = 1 + t + 3st, and
-1 < s,t < 1.
Clearly k(s,t) is of finite rank (degenerate kernel). Consider
the Fredholm equation (I-XK)x(s) = y(s), where y(s) = 0, and X = 1/2.
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Then (I - i5K)x(s) = x(s) ~ h j'
Now,
(1 + t + 3st)x(t)dt “ 0.
-1
Kx(s) = / (1 + t
-1
+ 3st)x(t)dt




where 3j^(s) = 1 and 32(s) = 3s form bases for R(K). Hence K is of
finite rank and so is JiK, It follows that I - %K is Fredholm. Smithies
showed in [14, p. 7^ that X= Jg is an eigenvalue of K, hence I - %K is
a singular operator.
Define Ax(s) = (I -J5K)x(s). Then,
Ax(s) = x(s) (1 + t)x(t)dt - (3s)% / tx(t)dt.L,
Simple calculations reveal that x(s) = 1 is a basis for N(A) = N(I - Ijk)
and x(s) = s is a basis for N(A*) = N(I - ijK*). Using ((>j^(t) = 1 and
ipj^(t) = t as bases for N(I - ^K) and N(I - ^K*), respectively, choose
u^(t) = 1 + t and Vj^(t) = 2t. Then the matrices
V - Vj^>) = <t, 2t> = 2^"
-)]
t^dt = 4/3, and
U = (<4)^, n^>) = <1, 1 + t> = J (1 + t)dt = 2
are invertible. By Theorem 4.4, B = A + AAis invertible, with Aa
defined as
n
AAx(s) = y<x, u.>v .
i=l ^ ^
Since n = 1 in this case.
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AAx(s) = <x, Uj>V^
= VjCs) ^ x(t)uj(t)dt
= 2s j' (1 + t)x(t)dt, and
Bx(s) = Ax(s) + AAx(s)
= (1 + t + 3st)x(t)dt + 2sj' (1 + t)x(t)dt
-Te- ^ + 3st) + 4s(l + x(t)dt
+ 4s) + (1 + 7s)^ x(t)dt.
Hence, Bx(s) is the invertible operator needed.
The operator B can now be used to solve operator equations
involving I - XK.
Examples 1 and 2 illustrate two kinds of Fredholm operators for
which finite rank perturbation theory is useful.
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